
 The goal of the Kona Kola campaign is to bring awareness to the athletes of Western 

Hawaii; specifically the benefits of rich protein, all natural, high energy vitamin drink.  The 

commercial was designed with these benefits in mind and to recognize those that give it all. 

 The colors used throughout the layout are relatable to our three flavors of Lime, Fruit, 

and Orange, but also to the Hawaiian Flag.  In Hawaii the color green represents the land and 

goodness, red represents strength, and yellow translates to spiritual alertness (big-island.com). 

We begin with an extreme close-up to a green eye that reflects an open road in the pupil 

of the eye as the narrator speaks of confidence and purity.  The image of the eye changes to an 

image of a tidal wave has it rushes through the pupil and outward to the audience; this is to 

emphasis the flushing out of uncertainties a metaphor for impurities.  

The represented cleansing is replaced with an extreme close-up of a burning coal.  At this 

time the narrator reads “We know the yearning of power.  You’re burning desire”.  This 

statement was created to recall ancient tradition to the Hawaiians were it still believed that 

walking on fire gives you personal empowerment because you are releasing all boundaries of 

yourself (firewalking.com). Due to the strong impression of this activity we combined the 

narrators statement “and we can get you there” with an image of someone actually walking on 

fire.   

Zooming back on one hot coal and quickly zooming out to reveal the hot coal has 

changed into the sun setting transitions the scene from one of how one gets to get where they are 

going to how to get there through a balance of needs.  This is clearly expressed visually with a 

silhouette of a person in a balanced yoga position combined with the verbal narration that all is 

achievable through the balance of the drink whose formula was particularly designed for those 

with strong will or as we have deemed “predators of destiny”. 



Lastly, the ending of the commercial displays the three flavors of Kona Kola in a triangle 

shape due to native Hawaiian history and culture; Hawaii is a part of the “Polynesian triangle 

which is a region of the Pacific Ocean anchored by three island groups” (2.hawaii.edu).  The 

narrator reinforces the Kona Kola’s tag line: Absorb Liberty! And clearly directs the audience to 

a call of action of local retailers and the company website.   

 
Commercial Script: 
 
Vision of confidence 
Breaths in the scent of purity 
Flushes out uncertainty 
 
We know the yearning of power 
 Your burning desire 
 
And we can get you there 
 
Through a balance of vitamins and protein 
Designed for the predators of destiny 
 
Kona Kola 
Keenly Optimizing Natural Activity 
Absorb Liberty! 
Available at any of these local retailers 
Or at KonaKola.com 
 
Sketches below 
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